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Rowan S

Rowan has been consistently working super hard on his online learning. He has
tackled every task with great enthusiasm, creativity and determination. His literacy
work and numeracy work have been outstanding - your work inspires me!
Congratulations!

Neave S

Neave is an absolute superstar. She has tackled all of her online learning confidently
and always produces great work on her journal for her teachers to see. Neave has
also been experimenting with the snow. She made ice marbles with balloons and
food colouring and then enjoyed playing in the garden with them. Neave has also
made snow volcanoes, using food colouring and vinegar. She had great fun mixing
everything together and seeing what happened next! Well done Neave, we are so
proud of you.

Zafar J

Zafar has been working exceptionally hard this week with his home learning. It has
been lovely to see him on our Class Meets and we have all enjoyed listening and
learning about his science experiments. Zafar has completed a few experiments
over the past week and was able to give sensible predictions about what he thinks
will happen and could talk about his observations in great detail. I particularly
enjoyed reading about his M&M experiment where he combined counting, addition
and subtraction! Keep it up!
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Aarohi P

Aarohi tries really hard with all her google classroom lessons and is very engaged.
She ensures she reads the questions carefully on the google quizzes enabling her to
give the correct answers. She also joins in on 1J's Google Class Meet. She is very
willing to share her thoughts and ideas with her peers.

1M

Rosie-May B

All of the teachers who have marked Rosie's work have commented that she always
tries her best and is usually one of the first to complete her work on google
classroom. She impressed us with her cutting skills on an extra lunch making
challenge! It is lovely to also see Rosie daily on 1M's Google Class Meet.

1P

Maharudra
Singh R

Mahi is very dedicated to his online learning. He works hard to complete all the tasks
set for him. Mahi also seeks additional work to complete most days. This week he
has impressed us with his mathematical reasoning. Keep it up, Mahi!
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Isa B

This week Isa has stood out on our Google Classroom for all of his hard work and
the excellent effort that he puts into his lessons. Have a look at some of his amazing
maths work! He also joins our Class Meets every day and is full of enthusiasm! Keep
working hard, Isa!

Maleka E

Maleka is a superstar! She was doing all her google classroom work by hand at the
beginning and sharing photos with us. Now she completes all of her home learning
pack AND comes online to do extra maths on google classroom and the google
meets. She always says hello to us all too. She takes her work seriously and that is
why she is a super learner! Keep it up, Maleka!

Viraj S

Viraj is our online star of the week for his application to his work. Viraj is relatively new
to Billesley, but he has settled in amazingly well. He works hard every day on Google
Classroom and puts a lot of effort into everything he does. Viraj, you are applying lots
of new skills into your learning online. All of your teachers are impressed with your
work. Well done! Keep it up!
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Hira R

Hira has been a real superstar this week on our Google Classroom. Mr Mountford
was very impressed by her throwing and catching technique! She was also one of the
few people who managed to label where seeds come from correctly in science. We
can see that you are working hard every single day, Hira. What a great example you
are!

Elena P

Just like in the physical classroom, Elena is a pleasure to have in the Google
Classroom! She works hard every day and we love having her on the 3M Google
Meet each day. She planned and wrote a lovely report about Magical Plant Land this
week. We are very proud of all your hardwork, Elena!

Isaac P

Isaac has been chosen as our star this week because of his continuous committment
to completing all of his home learning tasks every single day. I know that this isn't
always easy, Isaac, and your dedication is much appreciated by us all. It has also
been lovely to see Isaac every day on our Class Meets!
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4B

Eden H

Eden has been a star since online learning began, always completing all her work and
trying her best. She even asks her big brothers for help when she gets stuck! Well
done, Eden!

Muneeb H

What an outstanding attitude Muneeb has to his online learning. He always
completes all of the work that he is set to an amazingly high standard which makes
all of the teachers extremely proud. Muneeb also turns up everyday to our class meet
and is able to put a smile on the face of everybody else in the class. I look forward to
seeing what else you do in our online classroom.

Samreen R

Samreen has been completely dedicated to completing all of her work on google
classroom. Not only does she complete it, but she waits for her feedback and makes
any corrections that her teachers give. Samreen gives all of her teachers a smile when
submitting her work. We are proud of you, Samreen. Keep it up!
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5M

Sarah B

Sarah works so hard on all of her work, and I am particularly impressed with her
knowledge of shapes this week. She has also shared her incredible paintings that she
does at home. You are a star, Sarah!

5C

5S

Tariq A

Fayza J

Tariq is working so hard in the google classroom and is producing excellent work.
Keep it up Tariq.

Fayza works really hard on her Google Classroom assignments. She has produced
some lovely pieces of writing. She has also attended every Google Meet with her
class. Well done Fayza - keep up this really positive attitude.
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Andreas D

What a complete star Andreas has been this week with his work! He always tries
his absolute best and never gives up! He will check through his mistakes and take
onboard comments left by the teachers to improve his work even further. I am so
pleased with his effort - keep it up, Andreas.

Ana C

Ana always puts 100% effort into everything that she does, in school and especially
on google classroom. She helps others, participates daily in our class meets and is
a shining star in 6H with her superb work. Ana has especially impressed me with her
writing this week - keep up the fabulous work, Ana!

Savannah C

Savannah has shone on the google classroom this week for many reasons. One in
particular was her reading. You could tell how hard she had worked on it and the
time and effort she had put into her answers - using all the skills that we had been
practising over the week successfully! Keep up the great work, Savannah, as we are
all so proud!
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Haris B

Haris has been an absolute superstar in home learning. He has completed every
assignment for the past week and has logged on to each Class Meet. It is a pleasure
to see him chat with his friends on our video lessons and to see the amazing work he
is creating for our writing unit on instructions. Keep up the fabulous work, Haris!

